We present a detailed weakly nonlinear analysis, along with a solvability analysis, of a new instability in viscous ngering which we term the SurfaceTension-Driven instability. This instability occurs when the surface tension is modi ed in proportion to the local curvature. It is an intrinsically nonlinear instability which always requires a nite-amplitude perturbation to trigger it. It is also distinctively di erent from those arising via subcritical bifurcation. Numerical simulations reveal that this instability leads to spiky cellular patterns and may suggest a possibility of leading to a nite time singularity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The viscous ngering instability 1 which occurs when a less viscous uid pushes a uid of high viscosity has continued to play a major role in both the scienti c and industrial communities. On the practical level, it has important applications in a wide range of interdisciplinary elds, ranging through uid ow in porous media, 2?5 dendritic solidi cation, 6 directional viscous ngering, 7;8 colloidal particle aggregation, 9?10 electrochemical deposition, 11 surface growth, 12 and oil recovery . 13 In addition, since the ow in a HeleShaw cell is simple and laminar, ngering experiments have been conducted with polymeric solutions in the hope of gaining useful insight into the role of polymers in ow phenomena, such as turbulent drag reduction. 14 Moreover, recent studies have revealed that there exist close similarities between 1 the ngering instability and material failures. 15?18 On the scienti c level, the goal would be to nd some of the universal features (if any) common to many nonlinear phenomenologies by studying simple systems like viscous ngering. Indeed, extensive studies over the past several years have revealed that the \solvability" mechanism by which the nger width is selected 19 is identical to that in dendritic solidi cation, 6 as well as in other similar pattern forming systems such as rising bubbles 20 and possibly directional solidi cation. 21 In addition, the evolution of the front in the ngering problem has been shown to have similarity solutions, and the critical exponents associated with these solutions have been computed numerically for the ngering problem 22;23 and analytically for explosive crystallization. 23 In spite of much study, however, the analytic structure of the dynamics of the ngering instability remains poorly understood, being largely limited to the level of linear analysis. 1;6 It is doubtless clear that one must carry out rigorous nonlinear analysis in order to gain insight into the dynamical process of ngering. Yet much of the theoretical study thus far has concentrated on steady state patterns 24;25 and the selection of nger widths, 19 primarily by numerically solving the steady-state integrodi erential equation. The purpose of this paper is to go one step farther and carry out a nonlinear bifurcation analysis. The surprising result of this investigation is the discovery of an intrinsically nonlinear instability termed here the Surface-Tension-Driven instability. 26 Unlike linear instabilities such as the Mullins-Sekerka instability 27 in solidi cation, the Sa man-Taylor instability in viscous ngers, 28 and the convective instability in the Rayleigh-B enard problem, 29 which can be triggered by in nitesimal perturbations, this instability always requires a perturbation whose amplitude exceeds a nite threshold. To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst time that such an intrinsically nonlinear instability has been discovered.
This new instability also di ers in a crucial way from the nite amplitude instability associated with a subcritical bifurcation. In the latter, 30;31 there is generally a control parameter, say , with a critical value c beyond which a linear instability sets in. In these cases, nonlinear analysis reveals a nite amplitude instability when is below c , with a threshold amplitude which vanishes as reaches critical. Such an instability, however, is still linear, however, in the sense that its existence can be detected by linear analysis; nonlinear analysis is needed only to show that it persists as a nite amplitude instability even when the interface is stable against in nitesimal perturbations. On the other hand, the threshold instability to be presented below is intrinsically nonlinear. Unlike the subcritical bifurcation this instability has always a nonzero threshold amplitude. Thus a simple linear analysis will miss it completely. As the control parameter is increased, the threshold amplitude becomes smaller, approaching but never reaching zero as the control parameter approaches in nity. Thus the threshold amplitude is always nite { the instability is never a linear one.
In the next section, we present the model equations which describe viscous ngering in systems with a surfactant. Section III shows that the linear stability analysis of the at front is una ected by the presence of a surfactant. In Section IV, we show that the surfactant can lead to narrow ngers, and argue that this e ect may have been observed experimentally. Section V contains the weakly nonlinear analysis of the at front, and shows the possibility of a nite-amplitude instability with a vanishingly small threshold amplitude. Section VI describes numerical integrations of the full model equations, and the results are discussed in Section VII.
II. MODEL EQUATIONS
The Surface-Tension-Driven instability can result when AB-type diblock copolymers are introduced into the usual oil-water system in a Hele-Shaw cell. When pushed together with water the polymers will migrate toward the interface, where they quickly rearrange themselves to have their (hydrophilic) A and (hydrophobic) B groups pointing into the water and oil respectively (Fig. 1a) . In order to study the polymers' e ect on the ngering instability, one must rst know how polymers residing at the interface modify the surface tension. This may be a complex function of the density and size of polymers, as well as the interaction among various types of molecules. Rigorous analysis will doubtless require careful study of the ow pro le near the front in order to determine the density variations of polymers. As a rst step, however, we recognize that it is entropically unfavorable to pack polymers in a region with a negative curvature, so the polymer concentration might be locally perturbed in proportion to the curvature. Further, if the polymer distribution relaxes on a time scale which is short compared to that of the interface motion, then the polymers will always be in local equilibrium and the surface tension, which depends on the concentration of polymers, will depend in turn Combining these two and ignoring higher order terms in , we nd (c) = + ; (1) with = c 1 . Note that can be either positive or negative, depending on the sign of c 1 . A negative value means that the surface tension is reduced in regions with positive curvature. This then tends to enhance the ngering instability. If the system is reversed, so that the more viscous uid pushes the less viscous uid, the term helps suppress ngering, since the surface tension is increased when the more viscous uid bulges into the less viscous uid. On the other hand, a positive tends to suppress the instability when the less viscous uid pushes the more viscous one, but tends to produce ngering in the opposite situation. The equations of motion for the ngering instability in a two-dimensional Hele-Shaw cell (Fig. 2 For convenience, the viscosity of the less viscous uid has been set to zero, and we have chosen a time unit in which the steady-state front velocity is unity. The remainder of this paper is devoted to studying the e ect of the new term ? 2 in (2b). We now brie y review the linear stability analysis. 28 
III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
Let the position of the initial at interface be y = 0, and let it advance with unit velocity. Then at time t, the interface is at y = t and the pressure eld P is given by P(x; y; t) = ?(y ? t). Consider a small perturbation of wave number k, growth rate !, and amplitude k . The interface position (x; t) is given by (x; t) t + k e ikx+!t :
The perturbed pressure eld is P(x; y; t) ?(y ? t) + P k e ?k(y?t)+ikx+!t : (4) Imposing the boundary condition (2c) gives the relation between P k and k , k P k = ! k :
Finally, (2b) yields the relation between the growth rate ! and k,
where k c = ?1=2 . For k < k c we have ! > 0, while for k > k c , ! is negative. Note that at the level of linear analysis, it is impossible to detect the e ect of . We must go beyond linear analysis even to hint at the existence of a new instability caused by nite .
IV. SOLVABILITY ANALYSIS With < 0, the ngering instability is enhanced and we expect narrow ngers to emerge when water pushes oil. We think this is the reason why narrow ngers were observed for the rst few times only when the cell was washed with a soap full of surfactant molecules. 32 To be more speci c, we now present the solvability analysis of the steady state pattern selection given in Hong and Langer. 19 When the surface tension changes to + according to Eq. (1), the dimensionless parameter changes to (1 ? = ), with the curvature.
Hence the function ( ) in the solvability function ? in Hong and Langer 19 will contain an additional term 1+ (1+ 2 2 )=(1+ 2 ) 3=2 in the denominator, with = (1 ? )= 2 = (1 ? ) 2 < 0. Speci cally, we nd
and the solvability function has the form
Thus, in the limit ! 0, ? will be determined by the value of ( ) at its (we only consider the upper branch) and the original branch cut from +i1 to i now extends to z b (Fig. 3 ). Thus the steepest descent contour that runs from ?1 to i to +1 now must contain z b . The stationary value at i now has both real and imaginary parts due to the new branch cut from i to z b . In order to nd the contribution from this new branch cut to ?, we expand ( ) around i. Letting = i ? i =2, we nd
(1 ? 2 ) 1 ? j j(1 ? 2 )=! 3=2 ] 1=2 : (9) Thus, when the contour runs from i? to z b and back to i+ with ! 0, ( ) will gain an additional term coming precisely from the journey along the additional cut. Let us de ne the discontinuity Im( (i)) as a quantity Im( ( )) lim !0 (i ? ) ? (i + )]; (10) which, in the limit << 1, is of the order of the integral on the left side of Eq. (9) with the upper limit ! , namely
Hence, the solvability function is now written as
For Im( (i)) << 1=2 , will have no zeros, while for Im( (i)) >> 1=2 , the cosine function oscillates and produces many zeros and thus the solvability condition is satis ed. The pattern will be selected when Im( (i)) 1=2 . The crossover condition from non-oscillatory to oscillatory solutions sets the criterion for the selection mechanism, which is termed the \Resolution Criterion". This yields 5=2 1=2 2 j j 1=2 (1 ? 2 ) 3=2 : (13) Rearranging the terms, we thus nd the following scaling relation among , and = b 2 =12UW 2 (1 ? ) 2 : = 4 j j 7=3 (1 ? 2 ) 1=3 : (14) There are two experimental cases where narrow ngers were observed with polymers or surfactants. The rst one is the experiment conducted by Kopf-Sill and Homsy 32 . They cleaned the cell with a soap containing surfactant molecules. They observed narrow ngers only for the rst few runs, an indication that surfactant molecules are responsible for the appearance of the narrow ngers, which in turn might have changed the surface tension in proportion to the local curvature. The second experiment is concerned with the ngering experiment with polymers 14 . A very dilute polymer solution is pushed by air in a linear Hele-Shaw cell and it was reported that narrow ngers were observed. In this case, however, it is not clear whether the appearance of the narrow ngers is due to the change in surface tension because the solution is very dilute and the polymers, which do not contain hydrophobic groups, might not arrange themselves near the interface as discussed in this paper. We welcome new experiments to test the prediction (14) .
V. WEAKLY NONLINEAR ANALYSIS AND THE THRESHOLD INSTA-BILITY
We now turn our attention to the bifurcation analysis in the weakly nonlinear regime. Note that since enters through the 2 term in the pressure boundary condition (2b), it has no e ect on the linear stability analysis and thus we must perform a nonlinear analysis. This can be done in a weakly nonlinear regime, in which the linear growth of the most unstable (or least stable) mode is small. The weakly nonlinear regime can be realized by making the critical wavelength k c = ?1=2 only slightly larger than =2, the smallest perturbation wave number allowed by the periodic boundary conditions. This can be accomplished by adjusting the surface tension via the overall polymer concentration. In this limit, the lowest mode should have the largest amplitude, and since its linear growth rate is small we expect this amplitude to saturate at a small value. We may then expand the interface position (x; t) and the corresponding pressure eld P(x; y; t) in Fourier modes:
P(x; y; t) = ?(y ? t) +
where the use of cosines respects the impenetrable boundary conditions at x = 1; the allowed wave numbers are k = n with n = 0; 1; 2; : : :. The expression (16) for the pressure automatically satis es Laplace's equation. By substituting these expansions into the boundary conditions (2b) and (2c) at the interface, we obtain equations of motion for the sets of coe cients k and P k . This is carried out in the Appendix. In the weakly nonlinear regime, all the k should remain small, so we can expand in powers of the k to get an equation of motion for the k themselves. The (quite lengthy) algebra is outlined in the Appendix. To third order, for q 6 = 0, we obtain
In addition, we nd that the average displacement of the interface relative to the at front, 0 , is constant in time, while 0 itself does not appear in the equations of motion for the k . This is true in general, not just in the weakly nonlinear approximation. Indeed, the contributions to the right hand side of (17) which contain 0 all cancel. Thus the average position of the interface neither a ects nor is a ected by the interface shape. This re ects the translational symmetry of the original problem.
If we allow only one mode, then (17) (19) One may carry out a bifurcation analysis for these equations. Nothing very interesting happens, except that the term enhances the instability. New, more interesting phenomena, however, occur in the opposite con guration where the more viscous uid pushes the less viscous one, the con guration which is always linearly stable. The amplitude equations for this situation can be obtained from (19) by replacing t, , and by ?t, ? , and ?
respectively. This gives the following coupled nonlinear equations of motion for the two lowest modes: This pair of equations has a xed point at (x; y) = (0; 0), which represents the at interface solution. This xed point is an attractor, as we can see easily from the fact that ? is positive. There is also a pair of unstable xed points at (x; y) = (0; ) with = (1 + 4?)=(1 + 7?)] 1=2 . These xed points are both unstable in the y direction. By linearizing about them, we nd that the xed point at (0; ? ) is a repeller, while the one at (0; ) is a repeller for large ? but a saddle for small ? or large B.
In the usual ngering problem without surfactant, we have B = 0. For this case there can be as many as six xed points. In addition to the three discussed above, there is one at ( 2(1 + ?)=(2 + 5?)] 1=2 ; 0), and up to two at the solutions of 
Linearizing about the xed points, and numerical integration of the equations of motion, reveal the structure of the phase portrait of the system. For small ?, there is one xed point given by (21) ; it and the xed point (0; ) are saddles while the other two (besides the origin) are repellers. The basin of the attractor at the origin is bounded by trajectories which run from the repellers to the saddles, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . A bifurcation occurs at ? = 0:608171691 in which another solution of (21) appears in a pitchfork bifurcation with (0; ). The new xed point is a saddle, while (0; ) becomes a repeller. At ? = 2, the original solution of (21) and the xed point on the x axis cross in a transcritical bifurcation; the former becomes a repeller and the latter a saddle. Finally, the two solutions of (21) merge and disappear in a saddle-node bifurcation at ? = 3:314287613. The basic structure of the phase plane always remains the same, however: the xed point at the origin is an attractor, and the stable manifolds of the saddle points delimit its basin of attraction. An initial state which is outside the basin follows a trajectory which takes it out to in nity, signalling the breakdown of the approximations which led to the evolution equations (20) . The phase portraits for increasing ? are shown in Fig. 4 . For nite B, the character of the phase portrait is quite similar to that for B = 0. The xed point on the x axis and those given by (21) become the solutions of (22) Cross-multiplying gives a cubic in y, so there are at most three solutions. Bifurcations among these xed points can occur when this cubic has multiple zeros, and bifurcations with the xed points on the y axis can occur when (22) has solution with x 2 = 0. However, the picture of an attractor at the origin whose basin is bounded by the stable manifolds of saddles is maintained.
There is, however, an important quantitative change as B is increased. To see it, we examine the xed points given by (22) is the existence of the third xed point (which turns out to be a saddle). The stable manifold of this saddle is part of the separatrix which delimits the basin of attraction of the at-interface xed point (0; 0). Thus we see that in the limit of large jBj, the at interface is linearly stable, but a perturbation whose amplitude is only of order jBj ?1 is large enough to destroy it. This threshold, while nonzero, can be so small that the at interface will be unstable for all practical purposes, even though linear stability analysis predicts it to be stable. In this connection, it is useful to recall the de nitions of the parameters ? and B, namely q 2 and 4 q 3 =3 respectively. We have found that for jBj >> ?, there is a nite-amplitude instability of the at interface which is invisible to linear stability analysis, but whose threshold amplitude is only of order ?=jBj, which is itself proportional to q ?1 . Thus having surface tension change in proportion to the curvature of the interface can lead to a nonlinear instability against short-wavelength perturbations.
VI. NUMERICAL TESTS
In order to test the predictions of the above two-mode analysis, we have carried out numerical integrations of the equations of motion (2) . The numerical scheme is the same as in Refs. 22, 23, and 26, which we review very brie y for completeness.
De As initial conditions, we perturb a at interface by a sinusoidal function of a given wave number q; thus the initial shape of the interface is (x) = A sin(2 qx=W) + cos(2 qx=W)], where A is the amplitude of the perturbation. The time evolution of this perturbation is then followed by solving (26) iteratively. Recall that we are now pushing the less viscous uid with the more viscous one, thus without the change in the Gibbs-Thomson relation, i.e. when = 0, the interface is completely stable. However, with 6 = 0, our weakly nonlinear analysis has indicated the possibility of a new threshold instability taking place.
For xed external parameters such as the pushing velocity and the surface tension, the interface is stable if the amplitude A of the initial perturbation is small. In Fig. 6(a) it is clear that a small amplitude perturbation indeed evolves to zero and eventually will become a simple at shape. Increasing the amplitude with all other parameters xed, the interface evolves into the shapes shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) , and is obviously unstable against forming cellular patterns. Note that the patterns are quite di erent from those seen in directional solidi cation in that the shape around the tip of each cell is quite spiky. Thus, as predicted by the analysis of the previous section, the instability indeed depends on the value of the perturbation amplitudes. The instability also depends on the value of the parameter . Reducing and keeping all other parameters as those of Fig. 6(c) , the instability disappears as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). This is understandable since a nite amplitude perturbation is needed to trigger the instability and that amplitude depends on the values of , as the ow diagram shows (see Fig. 55 ). Since the instability is controlled by the parameter B / q 3 , we expect that increasing the wave number q will also lead to instability with all other parameters xed. This is distinctly di erent from the well known Mullins-Sekerka instability where modes with large wave numbers are stable. Fig. 8 shows the width of the interface, Z(t) at at large times and the modes are stable. For large q values, Z(t) diverges at large times signaling the onset of instability. These observations are in qualitative agreement with the results of the weakly nonlinear analysis. Finally, we note that the cellular patterns arising from the instability are due to changes in the surface tension, and thus we expect that any perturbation that changes the pressure boundary condition, like (1), could produce the same e ect.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We now discuss a few cases where the observed instability might correspond to what has been discovered in this paper.
(a) Oil pushing air in a Hele-Shaw cell with a scratched plane. Maher et al. 33 conducted a ngering experiment in a linear Hele-Shaw cell, on the bottom plate of which was created a square lattice by grooving it. Upon pushing oil into air, the interface becomes unstable and soon develops sharp cellular kinks much the same as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The cause of this instability is unclear at this moment, but if there are any connection with the instability discovered in this paper, then it might be through the boundary condition (2b). It is, however, not clear why the surface tension should be modi ed by scratching the plate. We call the reader's attention to another experiment where similar saw-tooth patterns were observed at the interface when a viscous liquid ows down on an inclined plane. 34;35 (b) Oil mixed with dye particles: Another experiment that came to our attention was the one done with oil mixed with dye particles. Couder 36 informed us that when he injected dye particles into the oil phase, he observed that the oil-pushing-water interface developed cellular patterns similar to that seen in Fig. 6(c) . Here one might argue that the dye particles migrate toward the interface upon pushing. The region with positive curvature might contain slightly more dye particles because of two reasons: one is a simple entropic argument discussed in Section II and the other one is that the region with a positive curvature provides a comfortable valley for dye particles to aggregate, which decreases surface tension. Therefore, one might expect that the surface tension could be modi ed as in (2.b).
(c) Recently, there have been considerable attempts to search for the nite time singularity in a simple ow such as an Eulerian ow 36 and Hele-Shaw ow. 37 We are tempted to view the development of sharp needle-like patterns seen in Fig. 6(c) as a possible indication leading to this direction, although we want to caution the reader not to be too optimistic. It is quite di cult even to study the long time dynamics of SDI instability, but we hope to present near future studies along this direction. 
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we derive the amplitude equation (17) . In a reference frame moving with the steady-state at interface, the interface position (y; t) ( + 2 ) cos q(y+1) dy: (I:7) Note again that changing 0 has no e ect on the time evolution of the other modes. First, since each coe cient P k only appears multiplied by exp(?k ) in both (I.5) and (I.7), a change to 0 can be absorbed into the P k . Second, 0 appears on the right side of (I.7) only for q = 0, where it a ects only P 0 ; as we have seen, P 0 does not a ect the time evolution of the interface. In the weakly nonlinear regime, we can simplify equation (I.5) and (I.7) by expanding in powers of the coe cients k . First we will use (I.7) to nd the pressure coe cients P k to second order. To this order, the curvature is just equal to @ 2 =@y 2 . Substituting the expansion (I.1) for into (I.7), expanding to second order, and evaluating the integrals gives The rest of the derivation consists of substituting this result into (I.5), expanding to third order, and evaluating the integrals. This task becomes slightly less arduous, however, if instead of starting with (I.5) itself we start by subtracting (I.5) (divided by q) from (I.7). This gives ( + 2 ) cos q(y+1) dy: (I:10) Now substituting for P k , expanding, evaluating the integrals over y, and rearranging yields equation (17) of the text. Fig. 1 (a) Polymers with hydrophobic tails and hydrophilic head group. (b) They rearrange themselves at the oil-water interface. (c) Due to entropic reasons, a region of positive curvature(bump) has slightly more polymers. U is the pushing velocity in the direction of the arrow. The threshold instability discussed in the text occurs when oil pushes water. Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a two-dimensional linear Hele-Shaw cell. Fig. 3 The steepest descent contour for the solvability function L. No instability is detected and the interface evolves to at shape at large times; (b) A = 0:8, the interface is unstable; (c) A = 1:0, the interface is unstable. Fig. 7 Time evolution of the interface shapes as the value of the control parameter is reduced. All the parameters are the same as those used to for di erent wave numbers q. Other parameters are the same as those for Fig. 6(c) . Large q values lead to instability, as the width diverges in time.
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